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Abstract (en)
Provided is a premises security monitoring installation having a plurality of alarm event sensors and a plurality of video cameras, a location sensing
arrangement to detect human presence and location within the premises and comprising a radio-based system that is configured to sense presence
and location based on detecting perturbations of radio signals, a local management device, to report alarm events to a remote monitoring station,
the local management device being configured to: notify the remote monitoring station on receiving notification of an alarm event and to supply to
the remote monitoring station location data from the location sensing arrangement, receive from the remote monitoring station a request for image
data from an identified one of the plurality of video cameras selected based on the supplied location data; and supply the requested image data to
the remote monitoring station. Optionally, the notification of the alarm event includes an identifier for each video camera for which image data are
already available. Optionally, the request is for image data from one of the cameras for which image data have not already been captured as part of
the alarm event.
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